
NZ Made Premium Thermal Suite,  
Including Tilt & Turn Windows and Doors

Windows and Doors

StärkeThermal



PREMIUM THERMAL 
SUITE INCLUDING  
TILT & TURN JOINERY
NOW MADE IN NZ!

Stärke is the only prime die holder in New Zealand to offer  
Tilt & Turn joinery as part of our Premium Thermal Suite.  
No more waiting months for overseas shipping. Manufactured in NZ 
and available nationwide through Stärkes fabricator network. 

BENEFITS OF NZ MADE 
TILT & TURN JOINERY

  Cut lead time down from months  
      to only weeks.

Stärke are prime die holders for NZ’s only range of Tilt & Turn. 
This means no excessive wait times from overseas and risk of 
further delays if there are any issues with overseas re-shipping. 
Partner with a trusted NZ supplier with a strong fabricator 
network, incredible customer service and fast lead times to keep 
your project moving.  

  Superior Window Ventilation.

One of the most obvious benefits of tilt and turn windows is the 
varied types of ventilation possible. The tilt function allows for 
top ventilation, easily enabling hot air to quickly escape through 
the top portion of the window. This also cuts back on allowing 
strong breezes into the room. The turn function however, creates 
ample air flow and movement for maximum ventilation. This 
dual option enables the user to control their environment with 
precision.

  Hidden Sash & Hinges.

Many of our clients prefer minimal design, so our hidden sash 
style is a welcomed option. This allows for architectural lines 
to remain consistent with uniform window frames throughout, 
regardless of window type.

  More Secure.

For a Tilt turn window to function it requires more robust internal 
hardware with multiple locking points. Additionally, the in-swing 
hinges further secure the window from being forced/pulled open 
from the exterior. The tilt position also aids in security while 
still enabling ventilation. The inward tilt still allows the window 
to remain open with little ability to maneuver the window fully-
open by unwanted “guests”.

  Premium Thermal Properties.
 
Why Stärke Thermal? It's warmer in winter and cooler in summer, 
simple. We have partnered with European market leaders to 
deliver a thermal barrier insert that fits into the aluminium 
framing reducing the transfer between inside and outside 
temperatures making your home more comfortable.
The range includes exclusive hardware, multi-point locking for 
increased security and superior thermal efficiency.
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